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Welcome to the 2009-2011 Growth Policy Listening Session

Why are we here? 

Three tables are set up around the   

room; each one addresses a 

different topic related to growth: 
Table 1: Planning for Growth 

We want to hear your  ideas and concerns on issues involving 

growth and public facilities. 

Table 2: Adequacy of Public Facilities 

Table 3: Growing Smarter 

Growth Policy Schedule:  

May 11th and May 18th – Growth Policy Listening Sessions

May 28th – Growth Policy Status Report and Draft Recommendations 

June 12th - Growth Policy Staff Draft presented to the Planning Board

June 22nd - Public Hearing on the Staff Draft

July 9th - Growth Policy Worksession #1

July 23rd - Growth Policy Worksession #2

August 1st - Deliver Planning Board Draft of the 2009-2011 Growth Policy

http://www.montgomeryplanning.org/research/growth_policy/growth_policy09/agp_growing_smarter.shtm

http://www.montgomeryplanning.org/research/growth_policy/growth_policy09/feedback.shtm
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Growth Policy is…
A biennial resolution adopted by the Montgomery County Council aimed at 

managing growth to match the adequacy of public facilities. 

Does it matter?
The timing of development, in coordination with the provision of public facilities, 

attempts to keep road congestion and school crowding to a minimum. 

Does it work?
As Montgomery County matures – with just 4 percent of its land area available 

for development, which requires more infill and redevelopment – the tests for 

the adequacy of our facilities must evolve. Typically, when growth occurs on 

undeveloped land, if roads were deemed inadequate to accommodate 

additional homes and/or businesses, we built new ones. With infill and 

redevelopment, building additional roads or widening existing ones may not be 

possible or practical. 

What do we do next?
Provide a framework for the provision of facilities that contribute to a 

sustainable community.

What is Growth Policy?  

Example: Ashton Meeting Place 

2003-2005
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History of Growth in Montgomery County  

Montgomery County Metro Statistical Area U.S.

Jobs Households Jobs Households Jobs Households

Current    2005 500,000 347,000 3,051,700 1,863,800 134,000,000 114,000,000

Forecast  2030 670,000 440,000 4,200,200 2,507,600 162,000,000 146,000,000

Planning for Growth in Montgomery County  

Forecast Growth:

Single-family detached dwelling units

Multi-family dwelling units

The Planning Department maintains Montgomery County’s commercial and residential development pipelines.

The pipelines include commercial and residential projects that have been approved for development but not yet built. 

There are 33 million square feet of commercial space remaining to be built in the March 2009 commercial pipeline. 

This represents the equivalent of about 111,600 jobs. If the pipeline would be built to capacity, these jobs would represent

About 68 percent of the Round 7.2 job growth forecast between 2009 and 2030. 

There are 29,000 housing units remaining to be built in the February 2009 pipeline, 9,600 single-family units and 19,400 

multi-family units. Based on the Round 7.2 forecast of household growth from 2009 to 2030, the pipeline represents about

58 percent of the single-family growth and 30 percent of the multi-family growth.
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Planning for Growth in Montgomery County  

By 2030, the County is forecasted to add 

165,000 jobs and 80,000 households.

Development is targeted for:

• Transit stations

• Infill development

• The I-270 corridor

Growth forecasts are coordinated for each 

jurisdiction in the Washington Region 

through the Metropolitan Washington 

Council of Governments.

The CLRP Aspirations scenario examines how 

transportation needs might be affected if 

development patterns changed to reflect a greater 

mix of jobs and housing throughout the County.
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Managing growth through related efforts: 

Master Plans

Zoning 

Zoning Code Rewrite

As part of the Zoning Code rewrite, planners will reorganize, revise, and simplify the county Zoning Code to 

make it easier to use. 

To start that process, planners invited residents and others who use the Zoning Code to participate in small group 

sessions to provide feedback. Planners incorporated their suggestions into a report summarizing the results from 

our online survey and 14 small group sessions held to identify problems and offer preliminary recommendations 

for the rewrite. 

The code diagnosis, titled Zoning Discovery, recommends

• Restructuring to fewer, more meaningful zones to eliminate 

confusion

• Using more tables and graphics to convey complex concepts

• Better organization

• Accommodating change and recognizing consistency

• Updating technology to create legal zoning maps that convey 

more information faster and with greater accuracy

• Matching land use to development patterns

• Rationalizing development standards to weed out obsolete 

requirements
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Staging and Funding Public Facilities

Demand for Public Facilities

Funding Growth – Impact and 

Recordation Taxes

Prioritizing Public 

Facilities

Capital project prioritization should 
explicitly consider smart growth 
location, master plan staging, and 
quality of life.



Proposed Changes to Transportation Adequacy Tests

taff recommends several revisions to the Policy Area Mobility Review (PAMR) and 
Local Area Transportation Review (LATR) tests to incentivize efficient growth and 
encourage multi-modal mobility solutions.

current proposed

“Alternative Review 
Procedures” allowed 
in Metro Station 
Policy Areas

“Alternative Review 
Procedures” allowed 
in all urban areas

PAMR requirements 
based on requiring 
LOS D as minimum 
for average arterial 
mobility, regardless 
of how good transit 
service is.

PAMR requirements 
balance arterial 
mobility with transit 
mobility throughout 
LOS spectrum

PAMR requirements 
could be waived in 
urban areas if 
specific adjacent 
roadways serving the 
site meet mobility 
(speed) standards

PAMR requirements 
established by future 
forecasted, not 
actual speeds

Special vehicle trip 
generation rates in 
LATR are only 
applicable in certain 
CBDs

Adopt rates for 
transit-oriented 
development 
contained in TCRP 
Report 128 

Provision of non-auto 
facilities are limited 
by type, include 
some out-of-date 
options, and are not 
equitably valued.

Revise listing of 
facility types and 
define $11,000 per 
vehicle trip as 
common variable.

Additional proposals include adopting urban area traffic volume caps or other 
staging mechanisms in master plans and sector plans such as White Flint and 
allowing developments to transfer APFO approvals.
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What is Policy Area Mobility Review (PAMR)?

olicy Area Mobility Review is an areawide assessment of mobility adequacy that 
considers the level of delay associated with rush hour congestion and the degree to 
which transit service provides a time-competitive alternative to auto travel.

P

How much slower is traffic during rush hours? How competitive is transit service?

Level of Service (LOS) grades are like those received in grade school: A is best 
and F is worst.   One important difference is that while LOS A provides the 
best service for each customer, the most efficient use of resources to move 
people and goods on roadways occurs at LOS E, when roads are well used 
(but not gridlocked), even though all customers experience some delay.

County requirements for areawide Arterial LOS and Transit LOS reflect County 
policy that transportation mobility should be multi-modal.  Areas with better 
transit service are not as reliant on auto travel; consequently more 
congestion can be accepted as transit LOS improves.

Relative Arterial Mobility and Relative 
Transit Mobility are calculated for 
each of the County’s 21 PAMR policy 
areas for current conditions and 
forecasted conditions considering 
approved development and roadway 
and transit improvements.

PAMR mitigation requirements for all 
developments in a given policy area are 
based on the forecasted future year 
travel conditions for each Policy Area 
and the LOS standards.  PAMR mitigation 
techniques include trip reduction 
agreements and construction of off-site 
improvements like streets, sidewalks, or 
transit service.

Policy Area Mobility Review is applied in 
conjunction with Local Area Transportation Review 
to assess the transportation adequacy of new 
development.  The Local Area Transportation Review 
tests examines intersection capacity near each 
development site.  A development may need to take 
mitigating action under either or both review 
processes, depending upon its location and size.

Additional information 
is available in the 
Planning Board’s Local 
Area Transportation 
Review and Policy Area 
Mobility Review
Guidelines.

http ://www.montgomeryplanning.org/ 
Transportation/latr_guidelines/
latr_guidelines_2008.shtm



Proposed Changes to School Adequacy Tests

taff recommends the school test threshold at which a School Facility Payment be 
revised, retaining the current threshold for moratorium. 

current

proposed

The current 
threshold for 
application of a 
School Facility 
Payment is when 
projected enrollment 
reaches 105% of 
projected program 
capacity at the 
elementary, middle 
or high school level 
by cluster.

The proposed 
threshold for 
application of a 
School Facility 
Payment is when 
projected enrollment 
reaches 110% of 
projected program 
capacity at the 
elementary, middle 
or high school level 
by cluster. 

In the 2009-2011 
Growth Policy staff 
does not a propose 
to change the 
threshold for 
moratorium, thus 
recommending that 
it remain at 120%.

The current 
threshold for 
moratorium on 
development 
approvals is when 
projected enrollment 
reaches 120% of 
program capacity at 
the elementary, 
middle or high school 
level by cluster.
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What is sustainable growth?
The fundamentals for achieving sustainable growth:

Resources: 

California SB 375

LEED

TCRP 128

Carbon Offsets
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Smart Growth Criteria
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Smart Growth Criteria Proposal Examples

ow would the Smart Growth Criteria apply to actual development 
cases?  The following charts show how two hypothetical developments 
on a similarly sized piece of land would incent more efficient 
development.

H

The commercial pad site below could 
require $1.4M in PAMR mitigation.  But 
with 56 residential units (including 21 
affordable units) added on a transit-
oriented site, the mitigation could be 
waived. 

An urban commercial site could require 
$1.5M in PAMR mitigation.  But with 180 
residential units (including 15 affordable 
units) added on a transit-oriented site, 
the mitigation could be waived. 
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Why should we be thinking about growth differently?

Royce Hansen, February 5, 2009

Staff is proposing changes to the adequate public facility reviews and development

impact tax structures that link transportation and school demand to the broader 

need to consider the County’s carbon footprint and sustainable development

Land for development is becoming scarce. 

In the past 20 years the County developed 

40,000 acres of land. Currently, the County 

has only 14,000 acres, or 4% of land, 

remaining available for development. Future 

growth will be primarily on sites suitable for 

infill and/or redevelopment.

Concentrating development in the I-

270 corridor and urban ring helps 

provide housing opportunities in 

areas that are most affordable, when 

transportation costs, housing costs 

and resident incomes are considered 

together.  

The County’s Climate Protection Plan sets a goal for greenhouse gas 

reductions so that the 2050 emissions level is 80% below the 2005 level.

In addition, the Climate Protection Plan states as a goal:

“The County’s Growth Policy should direct growth to areas with 

significant existing or planned transit resources, and promote 

development that fulfills smart growth criteria such as those required 

as part of the LEED for Neighborhood Development or more stringent

County standards.”

The Planning Department 

and the Department of 

Environmental Protection 

are working on ways to 

evaluate and promote 

sustainability. Tools that 

encourage the location of 

jobs and housing in 

walkable, transit-served 

communities will help 

reduce per-capita carbon-

footprints.



Measuring Our Success

rowth policy initiatives that promote smarter development need evaluation 
measures that reflect the outcomes of those initiatives.  

Comparisons across the county

The Planning Department and the Executive Branch are 
collaborating on methods to measure healthy and sustainable 
communities.  These measures allow us to consider how different 
areas of the county compare both to one another and to policy 
objectives.  The measures are also useful to benchmark changes 
over time and to compare Montgomery County to similar 
jurisidictions nationwide.

The areas of the County where greatest growth is forecast are 
also those with some of the greatest accessibility to public 
resources such as parks and transit services.  These developed 
areas also tend to have the least forest cover and the highest 
percentage of impervious surface.
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Comparisons countywide

Many smart growth policies include strategic goals that are 
developed in collaboration with regional and national 
partners, such as the EPA’s Chesapeake Bay Program.  Some 
strategies take many years to achieve measurable results.  


